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John Stuart + Mabel Wilson

PROJECT PROCEEDINGS

The Productive (Narrow) Lot
In the face of climate change and resource scarcity, humans are seeking new ways to produce
energy, food and materials, to repair our ecosystems, and to nurture community ties. A paradigm
shift---from parasitic residence to productive urban occupation---demands that new programs be
Caryn Brause
University of Massachusetts, Amherst

appliqued onto the current town fabric by appropriating underused spaces, reimagining building
surfaces, and inserting new programming onto the existing framework of traditional dwelling models. From the scale of the neighborhood to the scale of the detail, productive architectural accre-
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tions could position the single-family house as a catalyst for change. Thus, this design proposal looks
not to the design of individual high-density urban dwellings, but rather to their (Narrow) Lots, as the
sites of greatest transformative potential.
Urban planners and architects typically design high-density urban dwellings focusing on the needs
of human end-users including program synergies, energy efficiency, thermal comfort, social connection, and aesthetic delight.
While this approach ensures that humans will thrive in such a domicile, it fails to engage in the holistic visioning required to strategically position architecture as a change agent in addressing climate
change. As Americans look for ways to repair the disconnect between farm and table, between
humans and non-humans, between buildings and the natural world, the Productive (Narrow) Lot
explores a more inclusive and interconnected, yet radical design approach.
This project proposes a “kit of parts” that transforms ordinary architectural elements into a productive tectonic language. With simple insertions and accretions -- design interventions that can be
deployed over time and as needed -- the architecture of a conventional urban house can be put to
work for more productive ends.
The Productive (Narrow) Lot proposal layers three new categories of design thinking onto the envelope of a typical single-family urban residence:
BIODIVERSITY: Design features that provide enhanced animal habitat and ecological services,
improve soil and water conditions, or help to minimize the negative effects of climate change.
PRODUCTION: Surfaces that are reconsidered as spaces for animal husbandry, food cultivation, or
the generation of new resources, such as fuel.
INFRASTRUCTURE: New systems that help to produce, protect, or preserve limited resources and
energy reserves.
This menu of options can be mixed and matched in a variety of synergistic combinations. They can
be assembled on any type of dwelling, irregardless of vintage or aesthetics. The productive potential implicit in many Urban Narrow Lots can, in aggregate, engender greater beneficial impact on
their environment than their modest footprints suggest. It seems appropriately American, that a
vision for the Productive Future City could begin at home.
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F I E L D RO O F

Installation: $10 - $25 per sf
Materials: root barrier, soil
medium, structure, plantings
Services: habitat for wildlife,
urban ecological repair
Bird species, Northampton: 91
Rainwater retained by a
square foot of roof: 70 – 80%

PRODUCTION

In cities, green roofs provide habitat
for birds, insects, and small animals,
linking species across a landscape that
would otherwise be fragmented. This
surface insulates the building, retains
stormwater, and reduces the urban
heat island effect.

Installation: $200 total
Materials: coop, run, food, water
Services: fertilizer, eggs,
companionship and non-stop
entertainment
Protein per egg: 6g
Roosters needed for egg
production: 0

BIODIVERSITY

Three laying hens will provide two to
three eggs per day, all while subsisting
on meal and compost scraps. Their
position on the roof provides an extra
level of security from predators and
ensures that the free-roaming birds
remain at home.

INFRASTRUCTURE

RO O F T O P RO O S T

Installation: $100,300
Materials: (65) 250W panels,
structural frame, inverter
Services: 4.43 kwh per square
meter per day, shade and shelter
Electricity needed to power a
car: 144 Kwh per month
Cost of kilowatt: $0.143

PRODUCTION

A 16kw photovoltaic array provides
100% of this family’s annual energy
consumption, and an additional 10kw
for the surrounding neighborhood.
Integrated into an overhead canopy,
the array serves both as patio shading
device and local power plant.

BIODIVERSITY

PV SHADE

BEE WALL
Bees are tireless pollinators for urban
environments. The wall is a series of
cavities, appropriated by bees for
habitat.
As
bees
mysteriously
disappear across the Northeast,
alternative forms of habitat help their
numbers to rebound while increasing

MICRO ORCHARD
While modest in size, the front yard
between the house and the street
hosts a micro-orchard of dwarf apple
trees. The trees provide shade for the
house, a modest cash crop, habitat for
many urban creatures, and easy
street-side picking for neighbors.

Installation: $255 per tree
Materials: wooden frames with
integrated tubes, a structure to
mount frames to
Services: pollination
Number of bees per inch: 500
Bees housed in each panel of
this array: 10,000

Installation: $50 per tree
Materials: trees, holes, regular
watering in the first year
Services: habitat, apples, shade
for the house
Gallons of apple cider per tree
per season: 70
Apples per tree per year: 250

A reinterpretation of traditional cedar
siding, these baffles are spaced inches
apart from the building’s skin, forming
a cavity that provides perfect bat
habitat. In turn, resident bats provide
pollination, mosquito control, and
guano fertilizer.

S O L A R S H OW E R
Rainwater from the roof runs through
south-facing wall-mounted black
hose, creating a textured façade and
warming the rainwater before
delivering it to an outdoor shower.
This water source can also be used for
washing and landscaping.

Installation cost: $250
Materials: ½” cedar siding
Mosquitoes eaten by a bat
each hour: up to 1000
Bats hanging in a single
square foot: 300-400
Northeast bats killed by white
nose syndrome: 75-90%

Installation: $120 total
Materials: black hose, shower
plumbing
Services: warm outdoor showers,
water for landscaping
Annual showers: 460
Gallons of water retained each
year: 29,000

INFRASTRUCTURE

BAT B E LT

Installation: $200 total
Materials: wood framing, plants,
water, cable
Harvest: 80 lbs cucumbers per
season
Services: Vegetables, shade
Growing space: 100 sq ft to grow
an abundance of vegetables

BIODIVERSITY

The long south-facing wall is ideal for
growing hops, along with other trellis
plants such as pole beans, peas,
grapes, and cucumbers. Elevating
small melons above the soil will keep
your crop out out of the reach of
hungry slugs.

INFRASTRUCTURE

5- A- DA Y T RE L L I S

PRODUCTION

PA S T E U B RA N
N A RROW LO T
DW E L L I N G H E R E

P O RC H P O D
A new spin on an old typology, this
generous outdoor room provides a
sheltered spot for reading your (e)mail,
hosting potlucks, or operating a
seasonal farm stand. A battery bank
for your electric car forms one edge of
the porch, doubling as a bench.

Installation: $4,000
Materials: wooden decking,
batteries, structure, and roofing
Services: socialization and
market space, power hub, shelter
Annual trick-or-treaters: 63
Number of batteries stored
inside the wall: 20

the Productive [Narrow] Lot
In the face of climate change and resource scarcity, humans are
seeking new ways to produce energy, food and materials, to
repair our ecosystems, and to nurture community ties. A
paradigm shift---from parasitic residence to productive urban
occupation---demands that new programs be appliqued onto the
current town fabric by appropriating underused spaces,
reimagining building surfaces, and inserting new programming
onto the existing framework of traditional dwelling models. From
the scale of the neighborhood to the scale of the detail,
productive architectural accretions could position the single-family
house as a catalyst for change. Thus, this design proposal looks
not to the design of individual high-density urban dwellings, but
rather to their (Narrow) Lots, as the sites of greatest
transformative potential.

Urban planners and architects typically design high-density
urban dwellings focusing on the needs of human end-users
including program synergies, energy efficiency, thermal
comfort, social connection, and aesthetic delight.
While this approach ensures that humans will thrive in such
a domicile, it fails to engage in the holistic visioning required
to strategically position architecture as a change agent in
addressing climate change.

As Americans look for ways to repair the disconnect
between farm and table, between humans and non-humans,
between buildings and the natural world, the Productive
(Narrow) Lot explores a more inclusive and interconnected,
yet radical design approach.
This project proposes a “kit of parts” that transforms
ordinary architectural elements into a productive tectonic
language.
With simple insertions and accretions -- design interventions
that can be deployed over time and as needed -- the
architecture of a conventional urban house can be put to
work for more productive ends.

The Productive (Narrow) Lot proposal layers three new
categories of design thinking onto the envelope of a typical
single-family urban residence:
BIODIVERSITY: Design features that provide enhanced
animal habitat and ecological services, improve soil and
water conditions, or help to minimize the negative effects of
climate change.
PRODUCTION: Surfaces that are reconsidered as spaces for
animal husbandry, food cultivation, or the generation of new
resources, such as fuel.
INFRASTRUCTURE: New systems that help to produce,
protect, or preserve limited resources and energy reserves.
This menu of options can be mixed and matched in a variety
of synergistic combinations. They can be assembled on any
type of dwelling, irregardless of vintage or aesthetics. The
productive potential implicit in many Urban Narrow Lots
can, in aggregate, engender greater beneficial impact on
their environment than their modest footprints suggest. It
seems appropriately American, that a vision for the
Productive Future City could begin at home.
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